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 ON HALLEY-LIKE ALGORITHMS FOR SIMULTANEOUS

 APPROXIMATION OF POLYNOMIAL COMPLEX ZEROS*

 MIODRAG S. PETKOVICt

 Abstract. Let P(z) be a polynomial of degree N with n distinct zeros. Iterative methods for the

 simultaneous inclusion of k (_n) simple or multiple zeros are given. The iterative formulas presented can

 be regarded as an interval version of Halley's iterative formula for multiple zeros, realized in circular

 arithmetic. The convergence analysis is done in the presence of multiplicity; the convergence order is three

 for k < n and four if k = n. Applying the Gauss-Seidel approach to the basic iterative formula, the single-step

 method with accelerated convergence is stated and the lower bound of the R-order of convergence of this

 method is obtained. The dependence of convergence rate of the basic methods on the rounding errors is

 also studied. Some numerical examples illustrate the theoretical results.

 Key words. polynomial zeros, simultaneous iterative methods, circular arithmetic

 AMS(MOS) subject classification. 65H05

 1. Introduction. The subject of this paper is to present some iterative algorithms

 for improved approximations to simple or multiple complex zeros of a polynomial.
 The considered methods can be regarded as interval versions of Halley's iterative

 formula for multiple zeros [7]. To attain faster convergence and ability of the refinement
 of all zeros simultaneously with automatic error bounds, suitable correction terms in

 the form of a disk are introduced in Halley's iterative formula.
 Starting from circular disks containing simple or multiple complex zeros of a

 polynomial, we give interval methods for the refinement of these zeros. The improve-

 ment of these inclusion disks, in a sense of contraction, is done by an iterative procedure

 using circular arithmetic. The parallel algorithms, realized in circular arithmetic,
 provide: (i) the convergence order three or four, depending on the initial zero distribu-

 tion; (ii) the automatic determination of upper bounds for all circular approximations
 (given by their radii); (iii) the possibility of incorporation of rounding errors without
 changing the basic structure of the iterative formula.

 Let P(z) be a polynomial of degree N with n distinct zeros. The parallel circular

 algorithm for improving k (-n) simple or multiple zeros is considered in ?? 3 and 4.
 The convergence analysis is done in the presence of multiplicity; the convergence order

 is three if k < n and four if k = n.

 Applying the Gauss-Seidel approach to the basic iterative formula, we establish

 the single-step method with accelerated convergence in ? 5. For this method the lower

 bound of the R-order of convergence is obtained.

 In practical realization of the iterative methods on digital computers, where

 floating-point arithmetic of fixed length is used, the roundoff errors should be taken

 into consideration in each evaluation. In ? 6 we investigate the dependence of the

 convergence order of the iterative methods considered in ?? 3 and 4.

 Finally, the iterative procedures in circular arithmetic are illustrated numerically

 in the examples of algebraic equations (? 7).

 In the sequel, a circular region (disk) Z = {z: Iz - cl r} with center c = mid Z and
 radius r = rad Z will be denoted by the parametric notation Z = {c; r}. We will use the
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 ON HALLEY-LIKE ALGORITHMS FOR SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION 741

 following properties of circular complex arithmetic (see, e.g., [2], [3], [5]):

 {C1; rl}+{C2; r2}={cI?c2; r1+r2},

 {c1; r,} I{C2; r2}:= {C1C2; IClIr2+ IC21r, + r1r2},

 z- C; r} -l (c1-; r| (Icl > r, i.e., 0j Z),

 ZI:Z2=Zl * Z2 (O?Z2),

 W- = {z: Iz - cl r} r2- rc2 (I c < r, i.e., 0( W),

 {cl; rl} {c2; r2}l C I-C21 'r2 -rl.

 If F is a circular complex function and the implication

 Z1 c Z2 => F(Z1) c F(Z2)

 holds, then F is an inclusion isotone function. Especially, we have

 z Z Z= F(z) c F(Z).

 2. Derivation of fixed-point iteration. Let P be a monic polynomial of degree

 N -3 with n ('-N) distinct simple or multiple zeros el, *, en with the multiplicity
 1 * *, 1-n, where Hl + * + jUn = N. Let z e C and

 1 d k
 Sk(Z) = P( ) k (P(Z)) (k = 1, 2).

 P(z) dZ

 Applying the logarithmic derivative to the factorization

 P(z)= H (z-j)'
 j=l

 we obtain

 P'(z) n tk
 (2.1) sI(z) Pz = E - ' P(z) 1=1 z-(

 (2.2) (sI( z)W)= p(z)2 = _ E (

 Besides, it is easy to see that

 (2.3) s2(z) = s(z)2 + (s,(z))'.

 Using (2.1)-(2.3), we find

 j fj) j-I (Z-(j) Fj [I( ) Z_ -S1(Z) + F
 j?6 j?6

 =S (Z)2 1 + 1 )-S2(Z) _ 2s,(z)
 1-ki z- i
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 742 M. S. PETKOVIC

 whence

 S(Z)2( +--S(Z E i ) E / 2s(z)

 j?,oi j?,l

 Finding (i from the last relation, we obtain

 (2.4) ~~~2 ( yji 2s, (z) 2s, (z) [y, j X_ Iz -J i-lj= (z -j
 j$1 j?1

 The last relation can also be obtained from the general theory presented in [17]
 and [19].

 We observe that the function

 (2.5) ~~1 SI (z) 1 + I S2(Z) =P'(z) / llz (2.5) f((1+== ~ (z)
 h (z) 2 ( u) 2s,(z) 2P(z) \ )2P'(z)

 in the denominator of (2.4) appears in Halley's iterative formula

 (2.6) z^= z - h(z)

 for the determination of a zero of a polynomial with multiplicity tu (see [7]). The
 iterative method (2.6) has cubic convergence.

 The additional term

 (2.7) 8 (z )= 2 qi(z

 where

 P(Z)
 u(z)=P,( ),

 ( 2 .8) 2

 qi (z, + I

 and = [61, , ]T is the vector of zeros, has the role of a correction term in the
 fixed-point relation (2.4).

 Using (2.5) and (2.7), we can write the relation (2.4) as

 (2.9) (i = z- f(z) -8i (Z' 1 ) n).

 3. The algorithm for simultaneously improving K inclusion disks. Assume that we
 found k disjoint disks Z(O) = {z(?); r(?)} containing the zeros 5,.I , ek and that these
 disks were located inside the disk {c; R}. All other zeros 6k+, * ,X are supposed
 to lie in the region W()= {z: Iz - cl > R} (the exterior of {c; R}). This kind of distribu-
 tion appears in the case when the refinement of only a certain group of zeros, clustered
 around a center c, is of interest. Without loss of generality, we can take c = 0 since a
 translation can map the new regions onto the original ones; thus, W(?) = {z: lzl > R}.
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 ON HALLEY-LIKE ALGORITHMS FOR SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION 743

 Let us introduce, for i = 1, , k (k ?2),

 k k

 A~0) = jEzo~5) z(0) _z(?)

 j54

 isi

 B(?)_ nz J N-N1
 i E (?- W~(?) -( O-W

 kk2

 where N1=?= ks

 Remark 1. Since rad (lIZ)2 <rad (l/Z2), to obtain a smaller radius in calculat-
 ing C, and Di, it is better to sum the squares of inverse disks rather than the inversion
 of disks' squares.

 Taking z = 40i) in (2.4) and using the inclusion isotonicity property, we obtain
 from (2.4) (that iS, (2.9))

 For the next outer approximation to (i we take the set

 (0() _ () 1
 (3.1)i -Zi f(40)) -Z B)))2/uL) ? ? D(?)]

 It is obvious that 6, e Z(*1) (i -1, * * , k). According to the properties of circular
 arithmetic, it follows that the regions A() B() C() and D(0) are circular regions.

 The region z(l) will also be a closed interior of a circle if the disk in the denominator
 of (3.1) does not contain the origin. The conditions under which the inversion of the

 denominator gives a circular region will also be included.

 Let z(.m) _ {z(m); rfm)} be the disk with center z(m) = mid z(m) and radius r(m' =

 rad Zem) (i 1, . *, k), where m = 0, 1, ***is the iteration index, and let A(m), Bfm),
 Cfm), and D(m) be the quantities defined in the same way as previously (the iteration
 index "0" is replaced by "in" and W(m?l) =W(m) (m = 0, 1, * **)). If p(z(m)) ??0, then
 the successive inclusion approximations for the zeros (l,. * , 4k are given by

 (3.2) Z(mol)-z($m) _ 1
 f(z0m)) _ 4U(Zm))[((AOm) + B(m))2/,ji) + { + D(m)]

 Remark 2. If p(m)) 0 =, then we have found the exact zero (i -m) and we
 continue the iterative procedure for the remaining zeros taking z(m)~ _ {z{m); 0}. of
 course, we do not iterate further for index i.

 In the sequel the convergence analysis of the algorithm (3.2) will be presented.

 This analysis is similar to that given in [5] and [11]. We will prove that cam)cuat

 (i = C, * Di, k) as b e oo, that is, the radii rem) of inclusion disks ztm) tend to zero. The
 rate of convergence is proved to be at least cubic.
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 744 M. S. PETKOVIC

 We introduce the following notation:

 (inM() = 1 2 2, r = max r m), )= min jui, a=-(4N2-2
 1 i' -=_i_k 1-

 (M) =min Tmin {j(zm) -(m) -r(m)}, min {R -jz4i}l.

 For brevity, the circular region in the denominator of (3.2) will be denoted by Q(m),
 that is,

 Q(m =(A(im) + k(m) )2+ C(im) + D(m). 1

 Note that Q(m) is a circular extension of qi(z(i`), t) given by (2.8).
 First, we will give some assertions necessary for the convergence analysis of the

 algorithm (3.2). For the sake of simplicity, we omit the iteration index. In the sequel,
 we will always assume that N > ,.

 LEMMA 1. For arbitrary real numbers x - 1, y _ 1, the inequality

 (3.3) 5x2(1Oy2-2y - 1) -9xy -2y22>O

 is valid.

 The proof of the inequality (3.3) is elementary and will be omitted.
 LEMMA 2. Under the condition

 (3.4) p > 5(N -y)ur

 the disk f(zi) - 1u(zi) Qi does not contain the origin.
 Proof. Using the inclusions derived in [5], we obtain

 Ai Co; N}, Bi { ; 2(N }

 C C{ N; 4, Di{O; 4(N2- N}

 Therefore, we have

 F((2N -N, /w) +4N-3N lfa~
 (3.5) Qc0 2 J 0O,7J

 The requirement Of(z,) - u(zi)Qi from the lemma is equivalent to

 Imid (f(zi) -4u(zi) Qi)I > rad (f(zi) -4u(zi) Qi),

 that is, in regard to (2.5) and (3.5), to the inequality

 I(Z')l +1) P"(Z') > a P(zi)
 12P(zi) \ jul 2P'(Zi) 2p 2 p, '(Zi) '

 or

 (3.6) IP'(Zi)2-P(zi)P"(zi) 1(p'(zi))2 ,,
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 ON HALLEY-LIKE ALGORITHMS FOR SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION 745

 When we use (2.1), (2.2), and (3.4), the left-hand side of the inequality (3.6)
 becomes

 p'(zi)2-p(zi)p/(zl) p (Zi)_ 2
 p(Zi)2 1i -P(z~i)

 P(z)2)

 =I-S'(zi)+ +Sl(Zi)2 1-k

 2_ _i ( i_ _ _ 2 )1 2( i

 2Zi _ i Zi _ 2 i_6i1 ( ____i 2
 12 Zi e/ l_ lzj - eiI2 j54i lzi j 2 zi -j (1 i lZ rl j i _j i IZi - jly

 2)ui N -)Li 2 N - ___IN _)u
 - 2 2
 r p r p ,-L p

 50Ok(N-u t)2 N- _ 1O(N -_ /)2 1 (N _U)2 1
 2 2 2 2 2 1 N)u
 p p p /-k p p

 where

 (D(N, t) =(N-tk)[(N-tk)(50 -10--) -1].

 To prove the inequality (3.6), it suffices to show that

 ,F(N,,U)>?(4N2 -2L2)= a,

 that is,

 (N - tk)[(N - t)(5 y _t1j - 1) -)u] >4N 2_)U

 Putting N -)u = x ' 2 and u = y - 1, we obtain the inequality (3.3) from Lemma 1. 0
 LEMMA 3. If (3.4) holds, then

 5
 (3.7) lu (Z') < 5 1 r,

 (3.8) If(Z) 1 9jU-I

 Proof. First, we prove the inequality (3.7). Since

 1 '~~~~ W 1+,lz -e
 ju(zi)l j=1 Zi- , Z, - si ZI

 > ,ai_ N - ,ai) ,u_ N -, tktp - (N - ) r
 r p r p pr

 using (3.4) we estimate

 tkp-(N- p.)r =r[ _(N-,u)r/p] 5p-l'
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 746 M. S. PETKOVIC

 To prove (3.8) we will use (2.1) and (2.2). We have

 21f(zi)l =p(Z ) (l+ 1ki P'(zi)

 (P'(Zi)2-P,(zj)P(zi)\ (P'(zi)Y 1 P'(zj)
 -V ' p(Zi)2 ) kP(zi)) ti P(z,)

 - (j_1 (zi 2 ) ) /(jl Zi j ) Fj I zi |
 After short rearrangement, we obtain

 (3.9) 21f(zi)l= 1 __+_ __ _
 zi - ki I?+vJi L iz-i F-

 where

 __Zi__i)2 _ zi __-_i _j
 1-i j?!oi ( ei- ) tki j?,oi Zi -j

 Using the inequality rlp < 1/5(N - tu) (the condition (3.4)), we find the following
 bounds for the complex numbers f3i and yi:

 izi - 02 /I)2 r - 2/
 /bj lisi (Zi - I~Li Iz i j 12

 r2 N-I 1 -)1
 p2 25IL(N- V) 50'

 and

 I Izi- il - Z < rA y )i <-(N -u)<I
 Hi i ji Zi -j i !i I zi -I p 5

 Let B {0; 1/50} and r {o; 1/5} be the disks containing f3i and yi, respectively.
 Then

 min 1 + 1+ > -
 f3e cB Il+ y 1+1 5'
 y,eF

 so that

 +1+,8
 I + )/i 5

 Using the last inequality, from (3.9) we find

 21f(zi) I i _ 1 1+ f 1 _+ - I
 Izi -J e l I+ y ki Li I Zi -4j I

 9 1 N- 9 N-IL1t9 1 9I -1

 Sr )ui p Sr ILp r\5 Su! S)ur

 whence

 IfZ )I >1 9 - I o
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 ON HALLEY-LIKE ALGORITHMS FOR SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION 747

 THEOREM 1. Let the sequences of intervals (Z(m)) (i 1, , k) be defined by (3.2).
 Then, under the condition

 (3.10) p(0) > 5(N- )r(?

 for each i = 1, ,k and m = 0, 1, 2, , we have

 a 1.25 r(m)3

 Au (p(?)-5r(o) )2'
 (20) (C Z z(m)

 Proof. Using the inclusion (3.5), we find

 r(-ml) rad (f(z(m)( _u(4m))Q(m))

 < rad {f(z(m)); aju(z(m))1/2p(m)2})

 a Iu(z(m))112p (M)2

 lf(ziml)12 ) 2 U-(z(m))12/4 (m)4-

 According to the bounds (3.7) and (3.8), and the initial condition (3.10), for m =0,
 we obtain

 r(1) ' r(l < 5ar(0)/[2(5tt -)p(?)2] r, =?r < 2 2 () 1 (9 - -1 a 25r(O)2

 r (0 I Ott 1 4 (5,a - 1)2p(o)4

 250atL2(5t -I)r(?)3/P(0)2

 (9tt - 1)2(St - 1)2 _625a 2,2((0) )

 250(4N2-2 tt2) t (5tt - ) (?)3/p(0)2

 (9tt- 1)2 (5A _1)2_ aju ]

 Since

 aA 2 2 + 8y+ 4,

 we have

 ( 250(4N 2- 2 t2)tk(5t - -1) r (?)3
 (1 (9.1)2 (5 1 _- 1)2-(2pU2+8 + 4)2 p(0)f

 It is easy to show that

 (5) - 1))U3 I 1

 (9 - 1)2(5k _ 1)2 _ (2y2+ 8 + 4)2 207

 for each u '1. According to this, from (3.11) it follows that

 250(4N2-2 t2) r(O)3 1.25(4N2- 2 2) r(O)3
 r( )< 207y2 < (0)2 (0)2,

 that is,

 (3.12) r(l) < 1.25-* (0)2.
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 748 M. S. PETKOVIC

 Hence

 a r(?)3
 (3.13) r(l)< 1.25-* - -0_-r0

 and

 a r(?) 1.25ar(?) r(?)
 r(l) < 1.25- [po/r0] <5(- @N

 where

 Since

 mmin w(N, j) - =(3, 1) =40> 2,

 we have

 (o)

 (3.14) r(l<
 2

 The disks Z(') ... Z(5) will be nonoverlapping if

 P(0) > IZ(1)-z(o)l + 3r(l)

 holds (see [5]). Since izel z -:i r(?)+r(l), using (3.10) and (3.14), we obtain

 p(0)> 3r(?) > r(?) +4r(l) > Iz(1) - z(?)l +3 rl)

 Starting from the inequality

 (3.15) p(l) >i p () -r() - 3r
 (see [5], [11]) and using (3.10) and (3.14), we find

 ) 3r(0)

 p(1)> 5(N-1.k)r(?)-r(?)- 2 2 5(N - /)-- r(l

 whence

 (3.16) p >5(N-I)r

 Now we will prove (10) of Theorem 1 by mathematical induction. We assume the
 following are true:

 (3 . 17 ) r(m) _1.25a r____
 1 (p(l)2

 r(m-1)
 (3.18) r(m) < 2

 (3.19) p(m) > 5(N-)r(m)
 (3.20) p(m) p p(m -1) - r(m-1) - 3r(m).

 The last four relations are already proved for m -1. We will now prove that these

 relations are valid for index m + 1 (m ' 0).
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 ON HALLEY-LIKE ALGORITHMS FOR SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION 749

 By the same procedure as for m = 0 and by (3.19), we obtain

 (+)1.25 a r(M)3 r(m) r ( m+ I) < .~ < .

 r <j (p(m))2 2

 Using the consideration similar to that used for m = 1, we find

 (m + _ m nl p(ml p(m r(m) - 3 r('l 5 5(N - u)r(m +l

 Similarly, applying (3.18) and (3.20), we get

 p (m)> p(o)-5r(o)

 so that

 r(M+_) < 1.25a r(m)3
 tt (p (?)- 5r (0))2

 Now let us prove (20) of Theorem 1. Assume that gt c Z(m) (i = 1, k). Since
 the zeros ik+l, ' **, are located on the interior of W(m) (- W(?)) and

 k k A

 j-1 Ijl m)z(m - i
 jo jo

 k k /1 2

 Asi i= m

 from (2.9) and (3.2) we conclude that

 (i) 1 -z(m+l)

 gr i f(z (1M))_I l(Z (IM)) Q(m

 Since ( E Zc0), according to induction, (20) of Theorem 1 follows.
 Finally, we must prove that the interval process (3.2) is always defined under the

 initial condition (3.10). We have already proved that (3.10) implies the inequalities

 p(m > 5(N - k) rf (m = 1, 2, **)

 Therefore, Lemma 2 is applicable for every m - 0, 1, * * * so that

 ?( Zf(z ( )) - Iu(Z(iM)) Q'M)

 Thus, the inversion of the denominator in (3.2) is a disk in each iteration. 0

 Remark 3. If we write Z(im+l), defined by (3.2), as

 Z(iM+)= z(m) - h(4n)) - _zm) _ _ _ _ ))Q(i _

 we observe the similarity of the iterative formula (3.2) to Halley's formula (2.6).

 4. The algorithm for simultaneously improving all inclusion disks. Assume now

 that we have found n initial nonoverlapping disks Z(0) = {c(?); r(?)} (i = 1, , n)
 satisfying

 n

 Z(0)7&4 ei cZ(?) Y jiN.
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 750 M. S. PETKOVIC

 Starting from (2.4) and using the inclusion isotonicity property, we can establish the

 following algorithm for successive approximations Z(m):

 (4.1) Z(m?l)=Z(m)_ 1
 (4.1) i -zi f(z-m)) lu(zm)[(1/Ili)A(mm)2+ C(m)]

 (i=1, n, m =O, 1,

 where

 n /n\ 2

 A(m) z ' ' C(M) = I Z
 j=j'zi joi= 1

 Let us introduce the following:

 r(m) = max r(m) (M)=minf-z-m)-z5m)l r5)j 1'i_n mi,J ri

 N
 u= mi n1, y ,

 (4.2) Q(M) A(m)2 + C(i)
 Ai

 Before starting the convergence theorem of the algorithm (4.1), we will derive
 some necessary inclusions. The notation zi, Zi, ri, r, p, Ai, Ci, and Qi will be used
 instead of z(m) Z(i) rMi) ) r(M) p(M) A iM) Ci), and Q(m), respectively.

 Assume that the condition

 (4-3) p > 3( N - u) r

 is valid. Using the inclusions given in [11], we find

 n nz j{ ItjrinjYzj;(N7-ti) ri
 j- Z--Zj j=,/t zj _ p2 j== | i j -;( 2i)
 isi joi sii

 whence

 A2 n )_ n _|2 (N-,u,)r (N-pi)2r2

 Ai y ;21 i 2y + 4

 Further, we have

 t j(zi _)2 Pj J { ( Zi Zj)p p

 j 541 p~~~~~~~~~~ # 2
 |j I (Zi - 2; 3Z) P (-)l
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 ON HALLEY-LIKE ALGORITHMS FOR SIMULTANEOUS APPROXIMATION 751

 so that

 Qi =-Ai +C ,c-Zi_Z+ 2(-1) 3 }
 Hi H~Ii j iZi zj jii-j)2 1- P

 that is

 (4.4) Qi c i; },

 where

 2

 qi =-( E ) + E 2I
 HIi j IZi -Zj ii Z-j j)2

 and

 (3N ) (N - ,)r

 The complex quantity 4i is an approximation to qi(zi, t) defined by (2.8), obtained by
 substituting the exact zeros 1, * * *, 6n by their approximations z1, - - , zn.

 LEMMA 4. If (4.3) holds, then Oif(zi)-2u(zi)Qi, where Qi is defined by (4.2).
 The proof of this assertion is similar to the proof of Lemma 2 and will be omitted.
 LEMMA 5. If the condition (4.3) is valid, then

 (4.5) IN(Z )I <
 3,u -1V

 (4.6) f(Z,)I >

 (4.7) I f(Z,) -2,u(Z,)4i I >5t --
 6gir

 Proof. Inequalities (4.5) and (4.6) can be proved in a way similar to (3.7) and
 (3.8). To prove (4.7) we first estimate

 Iqil Z_Zl + E Z_Z2

 <1 (N-g)2 N-1k N(N-p)
 2 2 2

 k p p HP

 Now, using (4.3), we find

 Iff l )- I )I1l ()11 [5tk- I3N(N-,a r 2

 1F N _5_u-4
 6/urL_ '(3g -1)(N -1 I- 61kr

 because N/[(N - , )(3g - 1)]-<' 3. O
 The following theorem gives conditions that guarantee gi c Z(m) and rad Zm) oO

 when m - oo.

 THEOREM 2. Under the condition
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 the iterative process (4.1) converges with

 (1?) r(-+') < 3(3y -1)(y -I)r(_)4 /(p (?)-37r(OT)

 and

 (20) i c Z()

 for each i = 1,.-.-, n and m = 0, 1,
 Proof. On the basis of the inclusion (4.4) we have

 t(()-ju(z ?)Q(?) cf(zo))-I{u(zfi0))qi0); Iu(zf )Ar }

 According to this and the bounds given in Lemma 5, after an extensive but elementary

 estimation procedure, we get

 (1) C (1) < 2~1u(Zf0 )1n'q0
 r=r if(Zfi0)) - I(Z(i0)) 4i0)12 _ 1 U(0))12 (7)

 3(3y- 1)(y- 1)r(0)4
 < p (0)3

 Hence

 (4) r9) < 3(3y -1)(y- I)r (0)4/(p(0)-7r(0) 3

 and

 (4.10) r(l) <2 r(O) < r(0)14.

 Using (3.15), (4.8), and (4.10), we find

 (4.11) pl > 3(N -1_t)r(l

 The last three relations, including also (3.15), can be regarded as the first part of

 a proof by the induction with m = 1. As in Theorem 1, these relations can be supposed

 true for any m ' 1 and proved to be true for m + 1.

 From the relations

 r(M1 < 2r(m < r(M/4,

 (4.12) r(M+4) < 3(3y-1)(y-I)r(M) (p(?)- 7r(?))3

 we conclude that the sequence (r(m)) tends to zero with a rate of convergence of at
 least four.

 The proof of (20) of Theorem 2 is the same as previously (see ? 3). Similarly, since
 (4.9) implies the inequality p(m)>3(N - L)r(m) for each m=1,2, - * , according to
 Lemma 4, it follows that the interval process (4.1) is defined in each iteration. 0

 5. Some accelerated methods. The convergence of the basic method (4.1) can be
 increased if, in the calculation of the inclusion disk Z(m+l), we use the already known
 disks Z(m+?l) .. * Z(ml+) (the so-called Gauss-Seidel approach). In this way we obtain
 the accelerated (single-step) interval method

 Z(m?l)~ (in)~ (5.1) 1 (m)_ 1
 I i f(zm+)~2U(Z i _))[(1/bi)Ain) c+
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 where

 A(m) z li +
 Ai Zi) )-Z(m+l)Z (m) _ z(m)

 i lj ( m) _Z ( m + 1 ) ) E 1ltj ( tm ) Z (m ))

 The convergence analysis of the accelerated method (5.1) will be performed using
 the following definition of the convergence order (see [10]): Let IP be an iterative

 process with the limit point t = [ 1j2 ' ** .]T Then the quantity

 OR IP _J +00 if Rp(IP, ,) = 0 for all p c [1, +oo),
 inf {pc[1,+oo): Rp(IP,g)=1} otherwise

 is called the R-order of IP at ,.

 Rp(IP, ,) is called the R-factor of IP at t and is defined by

 Rp(IP, ,) = sup {Rp{z(M)}: {z(m)} IC C(IP, 0) (1-'< p < + oo),

 RI(m) lim supm,+c z(rnU- ) i/r if p =1,
 RPZ I} lim sUpm,+c Iz - gg1/p if p> 1,

 and C(IP, t) is the set of all sequences produced by IP and converging to g.
 The convergence order of the single-step method (5.1) is treated in the following

 theorem.

 THEOREM 3. Under the condition (4.8) the iterative method (5.1) is convergent with
 the R-order of convergence

 OR ((5. 1))_ p (Xn)

 where p(X,) is the spectral radius of the matrix X, given by

 3 1

 3i ii 0
 (5.2) X2[3 4 ' = (n3)

 3 1

 3 1 0 ... 0 3

 Proof. For simplicity we will omit the iteration index and use the same abbrevi-

 ations as in the previous sections. In addition we will write Z8, z4, rt, r*, Ai, Cl
 instead of Zm+?l), Z(m+l) r(m?l) r(m?l) A(im) Cjm) respectively. We will also use some
 of the inclusions and inequalities derived in ? 4.

 First, applying the properties of circular arithmetic we obtain the following

 inclusions:

 j'l zi-Z {,E= Zi-zj*; p(p _2r*) j.1

 E IJC{E Y ; 21 E i i
 j=i+i Z -Z- j=i+i Zi - zjP p J=i+l

 Hence

 A2iC f E * + E_ a,0 ( _ E rjUr + {)2 E-j jjrJ
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 and

 _ _ i_ _ _ _ 2 2
 {'< (Zi *7)2+ Zj i (z.-2 _Z p2 e>E /x, r, + p3 , E Jp JCi p j>j

 where

 [p-r* p(p-2r*)] c (p p2) /x
 The above inclusions yield

 1

 Qv -Ai +Cc{wi; }
 /-tI

 where

 w,=- / *+ z_)+Viz /Uij,(r-,
 a2 a3

 77 p(p _2r))j<i +p 2j>i

 a, 2 a, 2
 p- p-2r I Hi p

 Using the estimations

 r 1 I 1_ -p

 p 3(N-k)-6' p,

 a3 < a2 < 6 200/U
 /-IP

 we obtain

 p\p - (2r* -< r pj>i /

 6 2001

 We estimate

 1 3N, 3gN2I 1,(r
 < -~~ kN -, 1<+ )

 2 3/-ti- 2 ,p p 2r* <i pj>i
 whence

 (5.3) d,< - ? ( I , . Ir*+I
 f~3/t- - p2 p-2r*j<ijJr pj> >i iti
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 and

 (54) < (l2N+40/1)rj r(N- )<
 gi(31i - I)p p 16 SUir

 Further, since

 i p- r*ji LpIkj> +(P -r*)j<i Pj>i
 (N-_i)2 + N- N
 bLi(p r*)2 (p r*)2 8,wi(N- wui)4r'

 we find

 IcjI = f(zi) --u(zi)wi I -f(Zi)I --Iu(zi)l lwi
 2 2

 51ti-I 1 3ri N
 6 ttiri 2 3jti-1 8gjt(N-1tj)r'

 that is,

 (5.5) ICi >
 6pgir,

 By the bounds (5.4) and (5.5), we find

 (5.6) 2 -I )d1 2> 4

 which means that the disk {ci; di} has its inverse disk and the iterative process (5.1) is
 defined because

 f(zi) - I u(zi) Qi (- I ci; di}-.

 Using the inclusion

 Zc zi- {ci; di} 1,
 the bounds (5.3), (5.6), and the inequalities

 p > _(O 1) r p-2r*> (0)13r(O)

 obtained by (3.20), (4.8), and (4.12), we find

 r* = rad Z* < di

 25239 + 1g1

 7 giK(3- 1) p2p-2r*j<i p_j>i

 ag, iri3( ttrj*+ Y tj rj)
 j<i j>i

 where

 12(N- ti)
 a = 3[(O) )][p()- 0]3r

 Thus, we have derived the relations

 i-1 n

 (5.7) ri) < a,i2(rim))3 (m + j (i = * * n).
 _j=l j=i+l
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 Substituting

 (5.8) n)m) v(m)

 in (5.7), we get

 (V(m))3 i-1- n

 (5 9) V(M+1) <. Ui E V + EV(m) ( i= 1***,n) .

 By (4.8) we obtain from (5.8)

 (v())3 = ,uir( ~)3 (n - I)a

 _ 0 3 12(n -1) (N - i)
 VP J1 _ 15 * r ] 1 13 r 3

 L 7 p (0) L p P()
 12

 [ 3(N-bt) ] 2[ 3($N/)]

 which proves that

 (5.10) v = max v(?) <1.
 1-i-n

 According to (5.9) and (5.10) we conclude from (5.7) that the sequences (rim))

 (i= 1,. *, n) converge to zero. Furthermore, from (5.9) and (5.10) we obtain

 (5.11) 1 I (i = I, n, m = O, 1,

 The components tm), *, tn of the vector t(m) - [t(m t("]n can be successively
 calculated by

 t(M+) = X nt(m) (m = , 1, **)

 where t()= [1 1]T and Xn is the matrix defined by (5.2).
 Finally, starting from (5.11) and using the same consideration as in [1], we can

 prove that the lower bound of OR((5. 1), ) is given by

 OR ( (5S 1 ) g ) _;! P ( Xn) I

 where p(Xn) is the spectral radius of the matrix Xn. 0
 The lower bound of the R-order of convergence of the iterative process (5.1) can

 be computed easily by applying the power method for finding the dominant eigenvalue

 of Xn (that is, the spectral radius p(Xn)). The values of p(Xn) are displayed in Table 1.
 To reduce the number of numerical operations, the Gauss-Seidel procedure can

 be applied to the basic iterative formula (4.1) s times (s > 1) using the same values of
 polynomial P and its derivatives P' and P" at s successive steps (Halley's method with
 s steps; see the recent paper [20]). However, if the number of repetitions s is large

 TABLE 1

 n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20

 p(X,) 5.303 4.672 4.453 4.341 4.274 4.229 4.196 4.172 4.153 4.073
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 (for example, s ? 3), then Halley's method with s steps is not efficient enough. Namely,
 applying the single-step method (5.1) we will attain the wanted accuracy very quickly
 (by a small number of iterations) so that the advantage of the algorithm with s
 repetitions-the reduced number of numerical operations-will not be dominant
 because the convergence of this algorithm is slow compared to algorithm (5.1). The
 above given statement was verified in a great number of numerical examples.

 In this regard, we will shortly present Halley's method with just two steps. Starting
 from the initial disks Z?> .., Z(n) containing the exact zeros (, , a, we obtain
 the following algorithm:

 WEm)=z(m)_ 1
 i-i ftz(lM)) _ 'f U (Z(lM)) Q(m

 (5.12) (i=1,* n, nm=0,1,**)

 z(m+l)_ (m) I z~~~~~~
 i -Zl ~f(Zl M)) - 2U(Z(lM)) Q2m

 where

 Q(m)(Z (M-+ Y Ikim
 1-iJ 1Zi W1 p- i?

 +1 Ai ( 1 z( 5M) +wE(m) _Ai(Z(M) z (m)
 ?1 ( () + 1 )2

 and

 Q2 ( (m) _ z(m+I) + (m) _ w(m))

 2 n

 +ji I Z(m+1)) +J E iJ((m ) )

 We observe that the above algorithm consists of two iterations when the method (5.1)
 is applied and f(zrm)) and u(z4m)) remain unchanged.

 The convergence order of the iterative procedure (5.12) can be obtained by the
 result presented in [20]. Let Yn be the n x n matrix expressed by

 Y2=E6 7} Y3=[3 4 3j,

 ~3 3 1
 0 3 31

 0~~~~ 0n * (n?4)-
 3 1

 3 1 0 3 3

 3 3 1 0 *- 0 3

 The lower bound of the R-order of convergence is given by

 OR ((5.12), t) -:: p (Yn )

 The values of the spectral radius p( Yn) are shown in Table 2. The realization of
 algorithm (5.12) on a computer is simple because it occupies the same storage space
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 TABLE 2

 n 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 20

 P(YJ) 11.424 9.000 8.347 8.000 7.798 7.664 7.568 7.496 7.441 7.221

 for the disks W'm) and Z(m), the vector [z(m) . .. Z(M)]T and the values P(z(m)), PY(z(m)), and PII(z(m)) (i = 1 , n), already calculated in the previous iteration. Algorithm
 (5.12) is suitable when the requested accuracy of improved approximations does not
 necessarily have to be high but a reduction of numerical operations is desirable.

 6. Analysis of numerical stability. In practice, the application of any iterative

 formula requires that the rounding errors be included in each evaluation. In this section

 we will analyze the iterative methods (3.2) and (4.1) in the presence of rounding errors.
 Accordingly, the single errors relative to the evaluation of P, P', and P" will be taken

 into consideration in finding f(z) and u(z).

 We will present a qualitative analysis of numerical stability of the iterative methods

 (3.2) and (4.1) omitting the details concerning the initial convergence conditions. Let

 A\P, AXP', and AP" be upper bounds for the absolute value of the rounding errors that

 appeared in the evaluation of P, P', and P", respectively. These errors can be calculated

 using the rounding-error analysis due to Wilkinson [21] and depend on the number

 of significant digits of the mantissa for floating-point arithmetic operations as well as

 the rounding scheme used.
 As has been pointed out in [5], any iterative process for the determination of the

 zeros of a polynomial P must terminate in a finite number of iterative steps in the
 presence of roundoff error. The termination will happen as soon as the absolute value

 of the rounding error involved in the evaluation of P in the proximity of a zero is the

 same order of magnitude as IPI. Consequently, the stopping criterion that determines
 the maximum number of iterations is based on the comparison of Ap(m) with JP(z5m))j
 for each i; namely, the iterative process is terminated when at least one of the inequalities

 Ap(m) < JP(z(m))j (i =1,, k (?n)) is not satisfied. The last inequalities are also very
 useful as the condition under which the inversions of certain disks, appearing in the
 iterative formulas (3.2) and (4.1), are defined. To use these conditions, we will rewrite
 (3.2) and (4.1) in the form

 (6.1 ) O(1 + 1//S)[51(Zim))] S)]-2(Zim)) {Wim); i m)}

 (i = I, * * *, k (-' n), m = 0,1, *)

 The disk {w(m); q(m)} denotes the circular region in the denominator of (3.2) (instead
 of Q(m)) and (4.1) (instead of A(m) /_i + C( m)).

 According to the previous discussion, we have to replace the complex value of

 the polynomial P by the disk {P; AP} and its derivatives by the disks {P'; zP'} and
 {P"; /P"} with centers P, P', P" and radii AP, AP', AP". Circular extensions of the

 scalar quantities sl(z) and S2(Z) (which appear in (6.1)), obtained by the above
 substitutions, are the disks

 S -p'; Ap}fl p fp . P lAP+jPjAP +APAP l_ 1) ()
 S, -P -P I 2- P21 pl2_Ap2 -C,

 {P"; L/P"} f P"P IP"|/\P+lPl/\P ={cP/\P l _ (2). a(2)}
 S2 I{P- AP I pl2 _ Ap2 pl2_.Ap2 j I , .
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 So that the inversion of the disk {P; AP} (which appears in the evaluation of S1 and

 S2) produces a disk, we require AP < IPI, which coincides with the stopping criterion.
 To simplify our analysis, we will omit the iteration index and write z,, r, rPi, r, r,

 Z, Z,, w,, 77i, ) i,C ci C 51) 8(2) instead of z(.m) rim) r(m+l) r(m) (m+l) Z(m) Z(m+1)

 w(iM) (in) mid Sjz("`)) mid S2(z(im)), rad Sjz("`)) rad S2(z(i")), respectively. The
 iterative formula (6.1) in the presence of rounding error becomes

 (6.2) Zi= Zi-(1/){cl); }2{ _ {(2)k

 Let 8=max{61) * 1 * )5(2) . (2)} Then

 {c(ij); '6(ii)} jc (j); '61 (j = 1, 2, i =1, * ,k),

 so that

 2{c(1c); a}
 Z_ Z1- z,(1 + 1//){c(il; I}2_{c(2);8}-{wi; m}

 2{c(l); 8} 2{cV'); 8} *{V,; di}
 =-Zi - {d }il 2-2d

 that is,

 (6.3) zj c zj _A 2{c,' vU; l c,'I di + l vjl + di5}

 where

 V. =(1+-) (Ci )2_C2 -W

 (6.4)

 d- = + (1+ c)( 1C(15a+ '62) + 6 +1

 From (6.3) we obtain

 (6.5)~~~~~ A 21 c(')j + 21 viI + 2d 5
 (6.5)r, rd = --- 2 d2

 It is easy to show that IcWI' = 0(1/r) (j = 1, 2) (see, e.g., [12]). According to this
 and (6.4) we find IviI= 0(1/r2). Furthermore, from the iterative formulas (3.2) and
 (4.1) we observe that

 Q(m) = 0(1), A(im)2+ C(iM) = 0(r).
 /i

 Therefore, r 0, 0(1) for the method (3.2) and 07, 0(r) for (4.1). On the basis of this
 and (6.4) we have

 d aia +ai,f83 rR(a. 13A)CR+, Ac{1,2}),
 r

 where A 1 for the method (3.2) and A = 2 for (4.1). In view of this, from (6.5) we find

 (6.6) r'r y(A)rA+ Y3r y(A)5rA+
 where ~Y, 772 ( (A) EcR+ and A c {1, 2}.

 According to (6.6) we can deduce the following conclusions relative to the
 convergence rate of the iterative methods (3.2) and (4.1) in the presence of rounding
 errors:
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 (i) The method (4.1) preserves the convergence rate (equal to four) only if
 8= 0(r2). In this case the convergence order of (3.2) is, obviously, three;

 (ii) If the value of the incorporating roundoff error 8 is of the same order of

 magnitude as the disk size, that is 8= 0(r), the convergence order of the iterative
 processes (3.2) and (4.1) is three. Thus, the method (3.2) preserves its convergence

 speed while it reduces to three for (4.1). This kind of (slightly unexpected) behavior

 can be explained by taking into account the dominant influence of the term IviI (which
 is proportional to 1/r2) in the numerator of (6.5);

 (iii) The convergence order of both methods is only quadratic if r= o(8) (the
 incorporating roundoff error exceeds significantly the radius of an inclusion disk). Of
 course, this discussion does not appear reasonable if the condition 1XP(m) < lP(z(m))I
 is not satisfied. Moreover, in that case (namely, 8 > r), a more general observation can

 be derived according to the fact that the values of the radii are close to the accuracy

 limit of the (single or double precision) arithmetic of the used computer (the case
 when r 10-q, where q is the number of significant decimal digits). Therefore, any
 iterative process realized in circular arithmetic cannot guarantee the inclusion of zeros.

 The following simple examples explain the above statement. If Z= {cl; ri} and Z2 =
 {c2; r2} are two disks, then the exact complex-valued set {ZIz2: ZI c ZI, z2 e Z2} need
 not be completely contained in the disk Z=Zl . Z2:={c1C2; Ic, r2+Ic2jr,+r,r2}
 (definition of multiplication introduced in [3]) because the center mid Z and the radius
 rad Z are calculated with certain errors (for instance, the center is dislocated or the
 radius is less than the exact value). A similar situation can occur in the inversion of

 a disk, namely

 z c Z = {c; r}, Icd > r} X Z I r Id2-

 or even a worse one, although OV Z, it is possible that Oc Z-1 and any evaluation is
 broken.

 Some of the above-mentioned difficulties can be avoided if, instead of the circular

 arithmetic, the rounded complex rectangular arithmetic (constructed by the rounded

 real interval arithmetic, see [16]) is applied. Although the operations of rectangular
 arithmetic are complicated and, consequently, any theoretical consideration is not

 simple, this arithmetic possesses a useful property that takes into account rounding
 errors. For example, to obtain the improved rectangular approximations (instead of
 circular approximations), the basic formula (4.1) may be written in the following form:

 R(m+l) z{m) fl) nfR(m)
 i - -f(Z M) -2u(z(m))[&(m U+ MH(m)]

 (I=1,* n,m=O,1, *)

 where

 G& =Em m )m H) = M)) j=1 Zi - R(m)' Z(m -R
 isi isi

 and R(m) is the rectangle with the center Z(m). The use of intersection of rectangles in
 the above formula provides the monotonicity of interval sequences (that is, R0?)-: R D)
 R 2) @.) and even the convergence of interval sequences (Rkm)) in certain cases
 when the initial rectangles R(?) ... R(. ) are not small enough.

 7. Final remarks and numerical results. Although many algorithms are available

 for computing complex zeros of polynomials with error bounds (see, e.g., [3]-[6], [8,
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 Chap. 6], [11]-[15], [17]-[20]), only three types of iterative formulas can be adapted
 for the simultaneous determination of multiple complex zeros. These formulas, presen-

 ted in [5], [6], [13], [19], and [20], are realized in circular arithmetic. In [5] Gargantini

 has proposed a third-order iterative method for the determination of multiple complex

 zeros in terms of circular regions. The same author has established in [6] the so-called
 square-root method for multiple zeros in the form

 (7.1) Z(m?l)=z( )-(./[h(z,m)) I (ztm) Z(m)) 11/)

 is'

 (i==1, * * ,n, m =0, 1,

 where

 P(Z)2 - P"(Z)P(Z)

 The square root of a disk that does not contain the origin is the union of two disjoint

 disks. The symbol * in (7.1) denotes that only one of two disks has to be chosen. When

 applying the iterative formulas (7.1), a safe criterion for the selection of the "proper"
 disk is necessary.

 The convergence order of the square-root method (7.1) is four. Therefore, it seems
 reasonable to compare the presented basic method (4.1) with (7.1).

 First, we observe that both methods require the evaluation of polynomial P and

 its derivatives P' and P". Furthermore, the initial convergence conditions are identical

 for both methods (compare inequalities (9) in [6] and (4.8) herein). Although the
 iterative formula (4.1) contains one sum more in comparison with (7.1), the requirement
 for square-rooting in (7.1) and the choice of the appropriate disk make the iterative
 formula (7.1) less convenient in practical application (see, also, a discussion in [17]
 concerning the considered methods). Finally, the methods (4.1) and (7.1) have been
 compared numerically in a variety of cases, some of which were taken from [9]. The
 numerical examples have demonstrated similar behavior of these methods.

 The iterative methods (3.2), (4.1), and (5.1) considered in this paper were illustrated
 numerically by means of the polynomial [5]

 P(z) = z9+ (-2+3i)z8+ (48 -6i)z7+ (-94+ 152i)z6+ (522 -298i)z5

 (7.2) + (-950+ 1974i)z4+ (-1400-3650i)z3+ (3750+1200i)z2

 +(-1875+ 1250i)z-625i.

 The exact zeros of P are (, = 1, (2 = -i, (3= -Si, and 64= Si with respective multiplicities
 1,=2, 9k2=3, fL3=2, tL4=2.

 The corresponding program was written in FORTRAN 77 for Micro VAX II

 system in quad precision arithmetic (about 33 significant decimal digits).
 For algorithm (3.2) the initial disks were taken to be

 Z(?) = {1.1 +0.3i; 0.4}, Z0) = {0. 3 -0.8i; 0.4},

 W(?) = IzI i-4}.

 After the second iteration we obtained

 Z(2) = {1.000001 -4.9 x 10-7i; 8.31 x 10-6},

 2 = {1.2 x 10-9 - 0.999999998 i; 1.8 x I0-8}.
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 Applying algorithm (4.1) the initial disks z10? and Z(?) were selected to be the
 same as before, while Z(?) and Z(?) were given by

 (?) = {0.2 - 4.7 i; 0.4}, Z(0) = {0.2 + 4.7 i; 0.4}.

 For the second iteration we obtained the following inclusion disks:

 1= {0.99999995+9.2 x 10-9i; 2 x

 Z2 ={-1.6 x 10-9- 1.0000000008i; 4.9 x 10-9},

 Z = {-9.4 x 1Ol - 5.000000000005 i; 4.7 x -

 4 {-4.3 x 1014+4.999999999998i; 7.4x 10x2}.

 Better results were obtained applying the single-step method (5.1). After the second
 iteration we obtained

 { = {1.0000000075 + 1.7 x 10-9i; 2.8 x 10-8},

 Z(2) = {3.9x 10-15 1.000000000000009i; 1.3 x 10-14},

 - {=1.4x 10-8-5.0000000000000000035i; 6.1 x 1018},

 Z47) = {-4.5 x 1024+4.999999999999999999999992i; 3.4x 1023}.

 Many numerical examples show that the quotient p(?)l/r(0) which appears in the
 initial convergence conditions, can take a much smaller value than 5( N - gt) (inequality
 (3.10)) or 3(N-,u) (inequality (4.8)). For example, in the case of algorithm (3.2) and
 the polynomial (7.2) we have p(r)/ r(?)=2.4, which is considerably less than 5(N-,u) =
 35. In fact, the estimations and inequalities used to prove the convergence theorems

 are not sharp and so they require too wide initial conditions (3.10) and (4.8). In
 practice, the initial disks can be chosen under weaker conditions. Sometimes, the
 interval method can converge although the initial disks are not disjoint. In those cases,

 in order that the inversion of disks zi -Zj (i,j = 1, - - . , n; i]j) also produces the
 disks, it is necessary that the inequalities Iz?o) - z?l > max (r(o), r(0)) (i Oj) hold. These
 inequalities give an explanation for the restriction referring to the initial zero distribu-
 tion (in the form of (3.10) and (4.8)).

 The following numerical example illustrates this. We considered the polynomial

 P(z) = z11+(-7+2i)z10+(11 - 14i)z9+(19+24i)z8+ (-70+ 24i)z7

 + (42- 116i)z6+ (198+ 108i)z5+ (-234+280i)z4+ (-491 -360i)z3

 + (45 -702i)z2+ (351 -270i)z+ 135,

 whose exact zeros el = -1, e2 = 3, e3=-i, e4 I -12i, 5 = 1 + 2i have the multiplicities
 ?l = 4, Lt2 = 3, pt3 = 2, /L4 = 1, /L5 = 1. The following initial disks were taken:

 Z(?) = {-0.8 + 0.2i; 1}, Z(?) = {2.7 + 0.2i; }1,

 Z(?) = {0.2 - 1.2i; 1}, Z(?) = {1.2 -2.1i; 1},

 Z(?) = {1.2 +2.1 i; I}.

 For these disks the value p / /r(?)=0.35 is much smaller than 3(N - )=30, which
 follows from (4.8). Moreover, the disks Z(0) and Z(0) as well as Z(0) and Z(?) are
 overlapping. Although the initial disks are obviously badly separated, the interval
 method (5.1) demonstrated good behavior. The radii of inclusion disks obtained after
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 the first iteration were in the range (4.9 x O-4, 1.6 x10-2), while after the second
 iteration the following disks were computed:

 Z(2) = -0.999999999944-2.2 x 10-11i; 2.05 x 10-1?},

 2 = {2.99999999999975 + 2.7 x 1O'2i; 1x 1011},

 3 = {2 x 10-11 - 1.00000000016i; 2.4 x 10-9},

 4 = {1.0000000000000013 - 1.9999999999999973i; 1.7 x 1014},

 - = 1. 00000000000000000000005 + 2.00000000000000000000004i; 1.2 x 1021}.
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